
 
 
 
 

Local history PCs @ City of Onkaparinga Libraries 
 
Aldinga, Hub & Noarlunga libraries have a computer available for local and family history 
research. This computer can be booked up to a week in advance and used for up to 115 minutes 
per session. You can have a maximum of 2 sessions per day. 
 
 
 
 

Births, deaths, marriages, obituaries & cemeteries 
 

 

South Australian Birth Registrations Index 1842–1906 

An index of 473,888 birth registration entries up to 1906. The material recorded contains the 
child's surname, given names and sex, father's surname and given names, mother's surname 
and given names, date, place and registration district, and registration book and page 
references.  
 

South Australian Birth Registrations Index 1907–1928 

Contains over 255,200 records of births registered in South Australia under a compulsory 
registration system between the years of 1907 and 1928. It also includes 1,309 late registrations 
for births occurring before 1906 (including one each for the years 1841 and 1842). More details 
are given than in previous South Australian birth indexes, with the inclusion of information on 
parents being a major feature. 
 

South Australian Death Registrations Index 1842–1915 

Contains a deaths database of 225,359 death registration entries. It permits search by any 
combination of field in the database. The information provided includes the deceased's surname 
and given names, sex, age and marital status, usual residence, death date and place of death, 
relative's surname and given names and relationship to the deceased. 
 

South Australian Death Registrations Index 1916–1972 

The last publication in the South Australia Birth, Death and Marriage series, this index from 1916 
to 1972 contains over 381,000 death entries that occurred during this period, as well as including 
131 registrations of people whose deaths occurred before 1916, but were registered later 
(including one from 1885). It also covers the wars from the Great War to the Vietnam War with 
more than 3,700 designated as war deaths. 
 

South Australian Marriage Registrations Index 1842-1916 

Contains 141,371 marriage registration entries up to 1916. Information provided are surname 
and given names, age and marital status of the groom and bride, fathers’ names of groom and 
bride, date, and place of marriage, registration district and registration book and page reference 
numbers and explanatory and supplementary information is also provided. 



 

South Australian Marriage Registrations Index 1917–1937 

86,748 marriage registration entries for the period 1917 to 1937. Information provided is 
surname and given names, age and marital status of the groom and bride, fathers' names of 
groom and bride, date, and place of marriage. 
 

 

South Australia Pre-Civil Registration births/baptisms 

Known material including some not so obvious records, to present all the births/baptisms in the 
period leading up to June 1842. 
 

South Australia Pre-Civil Registration deaths 

Known material including some not so obvious records, to present all the deaths in the period 
leading up to June 1842.  
 

South Australia Pre-Civil Registration marriages 

Known material including some not so obvious records, to present all the marriages in the period 
leading up to June 1842.  
 

Unregistered deaths in South Australia from July 1842 

A collection of death records found in various South Australian sources that do not seem to have 
been registered with the Principle Registrar of BDM in Adelaide. 
 

Lonely graves in South Australia 3  

Comprises graves outside declared cemeteries, or in small disused cemeteries, on station 
properties, railway sidings or are solitary graves.  
 

Cemeteries in the City of Onkaparinga/photographed & compiled by Faith Jones 

Contains photographs of each headstone in all the cemeteries located in the City of 
Onkaparinga. Most cemeteries also have a register of burials with contains information such as 
surname, given names, death date, age, relations & notes. Also contains an alphabetical listing 
of cemetery headstones in the City of Onkaparinga. 

Cemeteries included are: Willunga Uniting Church Cemetery, St. Stephens Anglican Church 
Cemetery, St. Joseph's Roman Catholic Church Cemetery, Sellicks Beach Uniting Church 
Cemetery, Clarendon Wesleyan Methodist Cemetery, Old Noarlunga Uniting Cemetery, St. 
Philip & St. James Anglican Church Cemetery, O'Halloran Hill Christ Church Cemetery, St. 
Mary's Catholic Church Cemetery, Bains Cemetery, Kangarilla Uniting Church Cemetery, 
Clarendon & Kangarilla Public Cemetery, Scotch Cemetery, Coromandel Valley Cemetery, 
Happy Valley Public Cemetery, McLaren Flat Uniting Church Cemetery, McLaren Vale Bethany 
Cemetery, McLaren Vale Congregational Church Cemetery, McLaren Vale Uniting Church 
Cemetery, Strouts Cemetery, St. Margaret's of Scotland Church Cemetery, Cherry Gardens 
Public Cemetery, Cherry Gardens Uniting Church Cemetery, Aldinga Uniting Church Cemetery, 
St. Ann's Anglican Church Cemetery, Centennial Park War Cemetery. 
 



 

Leader deaths 1918–2000: containing 11,001 obituaries and other reports of death 
appearing in The Leader newspaper published weekly 

‘The Leader’ newspaper was established in 1918 and is based in the Barossa Valley town of 
Angaston. Contains 11,001 obituaries and other reports of death appearing in this weekly 
newspaper from the inaugural issue on Wednesday 24 July 1918 through until Wednesday 
13 December 2000, the final issue for that year. 
 

South Australian newspaper obituaries 1836–1900 

A database designed to provide the researcher with an index of newspaper obituaries published 
in South Australian newspapers. Apart from the name of the deceased, place and date of death, 
you will also find the precise newspaper reference, and if the death was that of a South 
Australian, the BDM Registry reference for the death is also included.  

With a total of 5,572 entries indexed, this is a significant resource for South Australian obituaries. 
It must be stressed that not all newspapers or even all issues in any series of newspaper has 
been covered. Not finding an obituary in this index does not infer that one was not published. 
Entries included come from the following papers: 

� Advertiser  
� Chronicle  
� Express  
� Express & Telegraph  
� Northern Argus  

� Observer  
� Primitive Methodist Record  
� Primitive Methodist Record 2  
� Quiz & Lantern  
� Register  

� SA Primitive Methodist  
� SA Primitive Methodist Magazine  
� SA Primitive Methodist Record  
� SA Advertiser  
� The Lantern 

 
As an added feature, all known nineteenth century South Australian newspapers are listed. The 
names of the paper, distribution, start and end date of publication, and details of and indexes 
known to exist are listed. 
 

Victorian Pioneers Index 1837–1888 Only available at Noarlunga library 

This index contains records of births, deaths and marriages registered in Victoria from 1837 
through to 1888. Searchable fields include the surname, given name, sex, given name of father, 
given name of mother, given name of spouse, place, year, age and reference number. 
(Please note: As the online Victorian indexes charge for searching, this index on CD is 
now available for customers to use) 
 
 
 
 

General South Australian resources 
 

 

South Australia 1841 Census 

The 1841 South Australian has just over 7,000 listings, accounting for nearly 15,500 people. The 
1841 census like its English counterpart only names the heads of households in the closely 
settled areas and so the biographies often identify individuals by name rather than just a number 
in an age column. 
 



 

 

Cyclopedia of South Australia 1907–09 

The Cyclopedias that were published for most states of Australia around the beginning of the 
20th century are a vast resource of historical and biographical information on the state concerned 
— the people, towns, industries, professional, commercial and social institutions and much 
more. They include thousands of illustrations, the larger number of these being portraits of those 
whose biographies are included. These are not just the rich and famous, but include a high 
percentage of the ordinary citizens in each community. 
 

South Australian Police Gazette : Complete set 1862–1947 

A complete set of 86 years of the 'South Australian Police Gazette' from 1862 through to 1947.  
Compiled to be distributed amongst the police force only, police gazettes contain details and 
information that can not be found anywhere else. Produced at regular intervals (usually once a 
week), it was a way of making information available to all in the police force throughout the 
whole state. 

The information contained in the police gazettes does vary a little from year to year, but overall 
you will find details of any changes within the police force which are all listed (promotions, 
demotions, discharges, resignations, deaths), information is also given on housebreak-ins, 
robberies, arson, murders, deserters from service or from families, warrants issued, prisoners 
discharged, missing friends, lost and found items and more. Notices from police gazettes from 
other states are also often included. 
 

South Australian goldseekers at the Victorian gold fields, 1851–1853 

Passenger lists for over 2,100 South Australians who travelled between Adelaide and Melbourne 
between October and December 1851, as well as passenger lists for over 14,000 who came 
back to South Australia in 1852, as published in the South Australian newspapers. 

The names of over 600 South Australians who placed their gold and their trust with the South 
Australian Gold Escort Service, plus information on how to research those who used this 
service. Diaries and biographies of many individual goldseekers. 

This is an enormous and unique record, and will be welcomed by all who have South Australian 
ancestors who went to the Victorian goldfields. 
 

South Australian Counties Atlas 1876 

Compiled by H.S. Carroll in 1876, this atlas was the first of its kind ever produced in the colony, 
and was thoroughly authentic at the date of publication. It shows all boroughs, postal towns, 
villages, hamlets, road boards, roads, railways, rivers, lakes, creeks, mountains, stations and the 
area of county and station (including the names, occupiers, grazing capabilities and area of 
each). It also includes the population of each town in the colony, height of mountains, length, 
rise, and fall of rivers, the quantity of cereals and green crops, hay, wine etc., produced in the 
different localities, and all the geographical, geological, and physiological matter of South 
Australia and the Northern Territory at the time. 
 



 

 

Pastoral Pioneers of South Australia 

Compiled over a number of years, the 'Pastoral Pioneers of South Australia' is a compilation of 
articles first produced by 'The Adelaide Stock and Station Journal', as a series of biographical 
sketches starting in 1923.  

This two volume set contains approximately 300 biographies of South Australia's pastoral 
pioneers and old colonists. The Foreword claims that '... this is the most comprehensive 
collection of biographies ever produced in relation to the pastoral industry of any state.’ 

A photograph accompanies each entry, as well as extensive biographical details. Those falling 
into the 'old colonists' category had arrived in the state prior December 28, 1846 (which was the 
10th  anniversary of the province). A large percentage of the entries in these volumes contain 
previously unpublished information (other than the Stock Journal), including information that has 
been supplied by descendants and old friends of those listed, which includes details and stories 
that would have otherwise gone unknown. 
 

Biographical Index of South Australians 1836–1885 

Includes the original four volumes of the `Biographical Index of South Australians 1836–1885' as 
well as the two volumes of ‘South Australians 1836–1885’. The Biographical Index was originally 
published in 1986 and is a major biographical work containing approximately 100,000 entries of 
South Australians who were born or arrived in the colony during this period. The South 
Australians 1836–1885 was published in 1990 to complement the Biographical Index and 
contains and additional 7,500 entries. Entries in both include information on individuals such as 
parents, spouse, children, birth date, marriage date, death date and place, arrival in South 
Australia, residence, religion, occupation and more. 
 

Aldine history of South Australia 1890 

Published in 1890 in two volumes which total over 1,000 pages, these rare volumes contain a 
comprehensive and well illustrated record of South Australia at the time.  

The first volume is divided into thirty-two chapters and covers topics such as the early explorers, 
geography, aborigines, flora and fauna, education, religion, recreation, as well as primary and 
secondary resources, governors of South Australia and the Constitution. Volume two has one 
more chapter which concludes the history section. This is then followed by about 400 pages of 
biographies of early South Australians. 

These include biographies of many in Adelaide as well as 71 country regions around the state. 
There are 143 illustrations, many in colour of people and scenes around South Australia. The 
biographies often include information such as name, year born, place born, when they 
emigrated, and usually their working life, and other interesting tidbits.  
 

South Australian land owners 1835–1841 

A database designed to provide the researcher with a complete listing of all land purchases in 
South Australia as extracted from a range of records held by the State Library and State 
Records of South Australia.  

There are details on large land purchases (several hundred or thousand acres), but most are 
small 1 acre town allotments. Apart from the name of the purchaser, a range of information 
about the parcel of land is provided including the date of purchase and the price paid, as well as 
the address at the time of purchase, which often is overseas. The material is supported by 
heritage maps showing the location of each land purchase. 



 

 

Shipping and passenger records 
 
 
 
Emigration to South Australia 1853: passenger lists and notices 

The 1853 'South Australian Government Gazette', unlike other years published a number of 
shipping lists and other notices and reports of voyages. Most of these have been extracted from 
the gazette for publication in this handy form. 
 

Bound for South Australia – passenger lists 1836–1851 

Virtually every passenger list for more than 3,000 overseas and local ships that came to South 
Australia between 1836–1851 plus a searchable database of these passengers, ship diaries and 
reports and much more. 
 
Pioneers and settlers : Bound for South Australia volume 2 1836-1838 
Passenger list for overseas and local ships that came to South Australia between 1836–1838 
plus a searchable database of these passengers, emigration to South Australia, index of ships 
arriving, passenger portraits & headstones, ship pictures, diaries and journals, maps, early 
South Australian newspapers. 
 
 

Sources for SA shipping records 1836–1842 

'Sources for South Australian shipping records 1836 to 1842' is a database designed to provide 
the researcher with a collection of all the sources of records available for each voyage into South 
Australian waters. 
 

Horner Index : index to departures by passenger ship from South Australia directly for 
overseas (not interstate or intrastate) taken from the Register newspaper 1836–1887  

The Horner Index was compiled by Sally Horner from the Register newspaper and is an 
alphabetical list by passenger of departures from South Australia directly for overseas between 
1836–1887. It does not list interstate or intrastate departures. 
 

Genealogical Source 1529  

Index to register of immigrant labourers applying for a free passage to South Australia 1836–
1841. (Also known as the ‘Pike’s Index’). Compiled by Professor Douglas Pike from records held 
in the Public Record Office, London. Arranged alphabetically by name of applicant, it gives age, 
occupation and U.K. address of applicant; also sex and age, but not names of dependants 
accompanying the applicant. It does not indicate whether the applicant actually embarked or 
arrived in South Australia and the index is believed to be lacking a small number of entries. 
 

Genealogical source 313  

Official passenger lists, mainly of immigrants arriving in South Australia under United Kingdom 
assisted passage schemes 1847–1886 selected by the Colonization Commissioners, and were 
sent to Crown Lands and Immigration Department on arrival in South Australia. Lists give 
passengers' names, and most give ages, occupation and marital status. Some give country of 
origin. Not all lists have survived. Passenger lists held in England relating to these voyages were 
destroyed in 1900. The original, known as Official assisted passage passenger lists, is held at 
State Records, reference number GRG 35/48A (formerly ACC 313). 
 
 



 

 

Australian Shipping arrivals and departures 1788–1968 

Now in its ninth version, the 'Shipping arrivals and departures' CD contains details of over 
100,000 arrivals and departures relating to Australia and New Zealand, with references to over 
140,000 unique references to passengers, crew and convicts. Although this is only a small 
fraction of the total number of vessel movements and passengers over the timeframe, the CD 
contains information such as passengers departing Australian ports, which is not generally 
available from the Archive authorities until the late 1800's.  

The CD also contains a wealth of background material relating to shipping for Australia, 
neighbouring countries and islands. Included on this CD are transcripts of reports and 
newspaper articles, images of newspaper cuttings and details of shipping movements and 
passengers mentioned in the papers of the time, as well as transcribed information from archive 
material and other sources. The articles range from reports of crew members brought before the 
courts for misbehaviour to personal accounts of encounters with storms, shipwrecks and 
murderous attacks occurring in the Pacific. 

To locate information on the CD, there is an extensive collection of indexes. These include 
arrivals and departures of vessels by date and port, by vessel name, indexes of shipwrecks by 
date and name of vessel, ships captains, crew, passengers and convicts. The CD also includes 
an index to articles by date and vessel. 
 

Deaths on emigrant vessels to South Australia 1849–1865  

A facsimile of the ‘return showing deaths occurring on board emigrant ships to South Australia 
from 1849 to 5 June 1865’ which was published in the 'South Australian Government Gazette' of 
26 January 1866. Each entry gives ship name, age, cause of death, where buried. 
 
 

Australian resources 
 

Index to the Historical Records of Australia 1788–1848 

When publication of the Historical Records of Australia began in 1914 there were plans to print 
them in seven series as follows:  

� Series 1 contains Governor's despatches to and from England  

� Series 2 has papers belonging to the General Administration in Sub-Sections [not-
published]  

� Series 3 contains despatches and papers relating to the settlement of the states [resumed 
publishing 1997] 

� Series 4 contains legal papers  

� Series 5 contains exploration papers [not published]  

� Series 6 contains scientific papers [not published]  

� Series 7 contains ecclesiastical, naval and military papers [not published]  
 

33 volumes were published up until 1925, but the project was then discontinued. In 1997 the 
project recommenced. As of January 2004, there were 35 books in four series. 

Here is an index of CD-ROM to the early documents published (to January 2004, in the 35 
volumes of the Series I, III and IV of the Historical Records of Australia). It combines the 
individual indexes of the 35 volumes, allowing for a 'one stop' search, for name or other words of 
interest. 



 

From a brief look at the records you will find arrivals of ships, convict records, correspondence, 
promotions, petitions, rations, embarkation, appointments and so much more. Divided into three 
columns, and sorted alphabetically, the first is name or subject, the second in entry (the context 
of the original), and the third the series, volume and date.   

While this is an index only, it is a valuable reference tool for those researching early Australia 
records. 
 
Historical Records of Australia : Series 1: Volumes 1–26 

The first series of the historical records, published from 1914–1925, contains despatches from 
the Governors, who were in charge of the Crown Colonies, to the authorities in England. These 
despatches included detailed reports on many subjects of both major and minor importance. 
Some of the things to be found in this series are arrivals of ships, convict records, 
correspondence, promotions, petitions, rations, embarkation, appointments and much more. 
 

Early electoral rolls of Australia : New South Wales 1903 ; Tasmania 1903 ; Victoria 1903 ; 
Queensland 1903 ; Western Australia 1901 ; South Australia 1909 

A compilation of the earliest complete surviving electoral rolls that have been microfilmed, which 
contain the names of both men and women voters, and  so is of extreme importance to many. 
Set out in a database format, it contains names, addresses and occupations that allows 
advanced searching on all fields. Search on name and find that missing ancestor who may have 
followed the 'goldrush'. Search on address to find out who were neighbours and who else lived 
in the same street   Search by given name and occupation if a female's married name is not 
known. Social historians can see a 'snapshot of any electoral area. All the states combined 
comprises of almost 1,800,000 names, and also included are maps showing the electoral 
districts of each state.   
 
 
Australian pastoral directory : compendium 2, 1913 ; 1923 ; 1925 ; 1931 ; 1954 
If you are researching ancestors who were stockowners in Australia, the Pastoral Directories are 
a great resource. This compendium contains facsimiles of the years 1913, 1923, 1925, 1931, 
and 1954. Australian Pastoral Directories were published yearly, and each edition lists 
thousands of stockowners and agents for most states in Australia. The information listed 
contains the name of the station and the owner, however the larger states (New South Wales 
and Queensland) contain more detail including numbers of cattle and sheep. A great resource 
for finding information on our forbears on the land at different stages in the past. 
 



 

 

Other resources 
 

 

Willunga & Aldinga District Councils Assessment Records 1850–1888 

Excel spreadsheet of the Willunga & Aldinga District Councils assessment records. The excel 
spreadsheet can be searched by ratepayer, year, council/town, section number, property owner, 
occupier. 
 
 
Genealogical Research Directory (GRD) 1994-2007 Replacing our hard copy editions 
There's always those family members who prove so elusive, and hard to find, so why not see if 
anyone else is searching for the same person or family? The 'Genealogical Research Directory' 
(GRD) provides an invaluable list of contacts to fellow family historians, some of whom may be 
researching the same lines as you. Because the GRD is used worldwide, it can help you track 
down ancestors who left these shores for a new life overseas - in particular England, Canada, 
the USA and Australia are all well covered. 
Each issue contains newly submitted entries, either from previous entrants or first-time users of 
the Directory, so you're guaranteed new information with each new edition. The GRD works by 
inviting people to submit information (name and contact details), also details such as names 
(surname as a minimum) that they're researching, complete with an area and time period. 
People also contribute to specific subjects such as burial index records, or rolls of honour etc. 
Also included are a list (with contact details) of 'One-Name' Societies for those researching a 
specific family name. This is then followed by a large listing of Archives Offices and Societies 
from most countries worldwide - a very valuable resource in itself, but put it together with all the 
rest, and this really is a MUST for all genealogists.   
 
 
Ancestry Library Edition Available from within any of the City of Onkaparinga libraries on 
the public PCs and via the wireless network at all libraries. 

A subscription website that provides access to over five billion names in more than 23,000 
databases. Primarily for non-Australian research as content focuses on European (including the 
UK) and North American sources. The databases span a large range of record types such as: 
 

� Census records  

� Directories  

� Civil registration records  

� Parish records  

� Probate records  

� Immigration records  

� Military records  

� Biographies  

� Land records  

� Court records  

� Newspapers  

� Gazetteers & maps 

 


